
Please amend the present application as follows:

In the Claims

Please substitute the following clean copy text for the pending claims of the same

number, and cancel claims 17-18 without prejudice, waiver, or disclaimer.

1 . (Once amended) A vertical cavity surface emitting laser, comprising:

an optical cavity, including:

a first non-cortcave reflector positioned at a first end of the optical cavity, the

reflector being configured to focus light that reflects off the reflector back in an

opposite direction to a^JJuT diffraction losses from the optical cavity; and

e reflector positioned at a second end of the optical cavity

i s light reflected from the first non-concave reflector.

a second non

that receives and reflec

2. (Once amen<ied) The laser of claim 1, wherein the first non-concave reflector

includes an outer layer of material that has a thickness that varies as a function of radial

distance out from an axial cemter of the outer layer.

3. (Once amended) The laser of claim 2, wherein the outer layer includes a

substantially convex, semisphqrical outer surface and a substantially planar inner surface.

4. (Once amend&iJjWlaser of claim 1, wherein the first non-concave reflector

includes an outer layer of material that has an index of refraction that varies as a function of

radial distance out from an axial center of the outer layer.
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(Once ame ided) The laser of claim 4, wherein the outer layer is substantially

c

planar.

6. (Once am< nded) The laser of claim 1, wherein the reflectors include a plurality

of material layers oriented in a stacked arrangement.

7. (Once am ;nded) The laser of claim 6, wherein the material layers have

different indices of refr^ tiorj than adjacent material layers.

8. (Once ar^snded) The laser of claim 6, wherein the material layers have quarter

wave optical thicknesses.

(Once am snded) A vertical cavity surface emitting laser, comprising:

an optical cavity,

first non

the first non-cone

optical cavity are

second

cavity that receiy

reflecting light

including:

ioncave means for reflecting light at a first end of the optical cavity,

ave means for reflecting light including means for focusing the light

entering and exit ng the first non-concave means so that diffraction losses from the

reduced; and

iv^oncave means for reflecting light at a second end of the optical

s and reflects light reflected from the first non-concave means for

^4
10. (Once amended) The laser of claim 9, wherein the first non-concave means for

reflecting light incudes an outer layer of material that has a thickness that varies as a function

of radial distance Jut from an axial center of the outer layer.



V

1 1 . (Once amende i) The laser of claim 10, wherein the outer layer includes a

substantially convex, semispherical outer surface and a substantially planar inner surface.

12. (Once amendec ) The laser of claim 9, wherein the first non-concave means for

reflecting light includes an out layer of material that has an index of refraction that varies as

a function of radial distanceput from an axial center of the outer layer.

13. (Once amendedJ The laser of claim 12, wherein the outer layer is substantially

planar.

14. (Once amende

the first and second ends

stacked arrangement.

i) The laser of claim 9, wherein the means for reflecting light at

of tHe cavity include a plurality of material layers oriented in a

15. (Once amende 1) The laser of claim 14, wherein the material layers have

j different indices of refractio^ than adjacent material layers.

1 6. (Once amende i) The laser of claim 14, wherein the material layers have

quarter wave optical thicknesses.

3
1 9. (Once amenned) A vertical cavity surface emitting laser, comprising:

an optical cavity, including:

a first reflefctdir positioned at a first end of the optical cavity, the first reflector

including a layer of rrjaterial that has an index of refraction that varies as a function of



radial distance out from an axiallcenter of the layer such that the first reflector is

configured to focus light that reflects off the first reflector to avoid diffraction losses

from the optical cavity; and

a second reflector positioned at a second end of the optical cavity that receives

and reflects light reflected from tire first reflector.

20. (Once amended) The laser

planar.

f claim 20, wherein the outer layer is substantially

21 . (Once amended) A method for manipulating light in a vertical cavity surface

emitting laser, comprising:

reflecting light between two reflectors of an optical cavity of the laser; and

focusing the light with a layer of material having a thickness that varies as a function

of radial distance out from an axial center o r
the layer to reduce diffraction losses.

r manipulating light in a vertical cavity surface22. (Once amended) A method f<

emitting laser, comprising:

reflecting light between two reflect

focusing the light with a layer of material

function of radial distance out from an axial'center

Ptdi^ofof an optical cavity of the laser; and

ial having an index of refraction that varies as a

of the layer to reduce diffraction losses.

Please add the following new claims:

T
23. (Newly

^^-^ substrate upon whiclQhe laser is formed, the optical cavity being positioned perpendicular to

added) The laser of claim 1, further comprising a semiconductor



the semiconductor sjjrtfSH^te; and

wherein the jjEsSr emits light in a direction perpendicular to the semiconductor

substrate.

24. (Newl;

a first non-con

being configured to fo

avoid diffraction losse

added) A vertical semiconductor optical filter, comprising:

:ave reflector positioned at a first end of the optical cavity, the reflector

;us light that reflects off the reflector back in an opposite direction to

from the optical cavity; and

a second nonfcdncave reflector positioned at a second end of the optical cavity that

receives and reflects light reflected from the first non-concave reflector.

25. (NewW added) The optical filter of claim 24, wherein the first non-concave

reflector includes an outer layer of material that has a thickness that varies as a function of

radial distance out frorrian axial center of the outer layer.

26. (Newly adaed) The optical filter of claim 25, wherein the outer layer includes

a substantially convex, semfspherical outer surface and a substantially planar inner surface.

27. (Newly added) yhe optical filter of claim 24, wherein the first non-concave

1 reflector includes an outer latfer\of material that has an index of refraction that varies as a

function of radial distance out an axial center of the outer layer.

28. (Newly added) Thq optical filter of claim 27, wherein the outer layer is

substantially planar.



29. (Newly added)
r
Tie optical filter of claim 24, wherein the reflectors include a

plurality of material layers orier ted in a stacked arrangement.

30. (Newly added) 1 he optical filter of claim 29, wherein the material layers have

different indices of refraction th in adjacent material layers.

3 1 . (Newly added) Tl e optical filter of claim 29, wherein the material layers have

quarter wave optical thicknesses.

32. (Newly added) (The optical filter of claim 24, further comprising a

semiconductor substrate upon wfftehJhe laser is formed, the optical cavity being positioned

perpendicular to the semiconductf/r substrate; and

wherein light enters the optical filter in a direction perpendicular to the semiconductor

substrate.

33. (Newly added) A

first non-concave means

vertical semiconductor optical filter, comprising:

for reflecting light at a first end of the optical cavity, the first

non-concave means for reflecting light including means for focusing the light entering and

exiting the first non-concave meglns so that diffraction losses from the optical cavity are

reduced; and

second non-concave mjkans for reflecting light at a second end of the optical cavity

that receives and reflects ligl/t reflected from the first non-concave means for reflecting light.

34. (Newly addec ) The optical filter of claim 33, wherein the first non-concave

^ / means for reflecting light ir^ ludes an outer layer of material that has a thickness that varies as



a function of radial distance out from amaxial center of the outer layer.

35. (Newly added) The opticaltfilter of claim 34, wherein the outer layer includes

a substantially convex, semispherical outeAsurface and a substantially planar inner surface.

36. (Newly added) The optical filter of claim 33, wherein the first non-concave

means for reflecting light includes an outer l^yer of material that has an index of refraction

that varies as a function of radial distance outlfrom an axial center of the outer layer.

37. (Newly added) The optical filtef of claim 36, wherein the outer layer is

substantially planar.

38. (Newly added) The optical filterlof claim 33, wherein the means for reflecting

light at the first and second ends of the cavity irjclude a plurality of material layers oriented in

a stacked arrangement.

39. (Newly added) The optical filterjof claim 38, wherein the material layers have

different indices of refraction than adjacent material layers.

C
40. (Newly added) The optical filt^fofVaim 38, wherein the material layers have

J

quarter wave optical thicknesses.

41. (Newly added) A method for rAanipulating light in a vertical semiconductor

optical filter, comprising: /

reflecting light between two reflectofis of an optical cavity of the optical filter; and



-a
j

focusing the light wjtt^a layer of material having a thickness that varies as a function of

radial distance out from anVakial center of the layer to reduce diffraction losses.
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